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FHWA recommends an eight second display time, a 
suggestion mirrored by industry standards. Federal 
guidelines say digital billboards should “adjust 
brightness in response to changes in surrounding 
light levels so that the signs are not unreasonably 
bright.” Digital billboards are equipped with 
sensors to make sure the billboards are only as 
bright as necessary to be legible. Messages change 
instantaneously, avoiding transition effects.

States and localities have added regulations for the 
size and spacing of digital billboards.

The OAAA Code of Industry Principles includes 
clauses against animation and excessive lighting.

[TRAFFIC SAFETY]
Safety can be among the most contentious 
questions raised about digital billboards. The 
debate is puzzling, however, as research on 
modern digital billboards has found them to be 
“safety neutral” and unrelated to traffic accidents.

Specifically, studies 
commissioned by 
the Foundation 
for Outdoor 
Advertising 
Research and 
Education (FOARE) 
have considered 
digital billboards 
and driver 
distraction from 
two different 
angles. 

One study was performed by the Virginia Tech 
Transportation Institute (VTTI), an academic traffic 
safety research institute used by government 
agencies and the private sector. Researchers 
analyzed the eye glances of drivers along with 
driving factors such as lane changes and speed. 

Randomly selected people drove a specially 
equipped car which monitored when their eyes 
moved toward billboards and other objects in their 
field of vision. 

The study found the typical glance toward a digital 
billboard was less than one second.

This finding is important, because a separate study 
released in 2006 by VTTI for the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) identified 
a two second threshold for increased risk due 
to distraction: “Glances totaling more than two 
seconds for any purpose increase near-crash/crash 
risk by at least two times that of normal, baseline 

driving.” The typical 
glance toward a 
digital billboard 
is well under the 
threshold. 

Accident records 
indicate digital 
billboards are not 
a traffic safety 
risk. Multiple 
comprehensive 
studies have been 
performed by Tantala 

Associates, a consulting engineering firm based 
in Philadelphia, which has performed analytical 
research for various levels of government. 
Since 2007, researchers have examined years of 
accident data for highways and local streets in 
Cuyahoga County (Cleveland) OH, Rochester, MN, 
Albuquerque, NM, Reading, PA, and Richmond, VA. 
Each study reached the same conclusion: there is 

[         ]“I … have no indication that digital billboards pose any 
safety threat to the traveling public. With the number of 
digital signs that are currently in El Paso, both of the busi-
ness and billboard type, and the long time in which they 
have been present in our city, any safety issues surely would 
have surfaced by now. Those in El Paso who claim there are 
safety problems with the digital billboards are ignoring the 
evidence.”

—Richard Wiles, El Paso County (TX) Sheriff, 
in a letter to the El Paso City Council

Industry practices conform to federal 
guidance.
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no correlation between 
digital billboards and 
traffic accidents.

These analyses looked 
at various view zones, 
or distances, from the 
digital billboards and 
other factors such as 
deer hits and weather 
conditions (known as 
“bias factors”). The 
studies accounted for 
differences between younger and older drivers and 
driving during the day and at night. No matter how 
the accident data were analyzed, the conclusion 
was the same: digital billboards are safe.

Several states have also performed their own 
studies related to digital billboards, looking 
at accident data near digital billboards. 
Transportation officials in South Carolina, Virginia, 
and West Virginia reported digital billboards have 
not caused traffic safety problems. Local officials 
have also reviewed accident records.

The Federal Highway Administration has noted 
there is “no scientific evidence” causing the 
government to believe digital billboards are 
unsafe.

[PUBLIC OPINION]
In 2008 and again in 2009, Arbitron, the media 
research firm, sought to answer a relatively simple 
question: what does the public think about digital 
billboards? Arbitron researchers found people are 
aware of and positively inclined toward this new 
technology.

The Arbitron studies focused on two metro areas 
(Cleveland, OH, and Los Angeles, CA) where digital 

billboards operate. 
Through telephone 
surveys, researchers 
found “the vast 
majority of commuters 
(more than four out 
of five) feel digital 
billboards provide an 
important community 
service.”

More than seven out of 
ten people said digital 

billboards help the community with emergency 
information, and the majority said they were 
attractive. Cleveland Councilman Joe Cimperman 
described digital billboards as modern and tech-
savvy.

Among younger demographics, digital billboards 
are even more popular. The Arbitron studies found 
high percentages of those 18-34 consider digital 
billboards attractive, while a majority agreed 
digital billboards help the community by providing 
emergency information. More than three quarters 
of 18-34 year olds said digital billboards are a “cool 
way to advertise.”

[PUBLIC SERVICE]
Among the most important users of digital 
billboards are law enforcement agencies. The FBI, 
the National Center for Missing and Exploited 
Children (NCMEC), the US Marshals Service, and 
county and city sheriff and police departments use 

[         ]“Digital billboards are right in line with the whole 
cityscape. They communicate that we are a city 
that embraces technology. We
actually have some of the newest state-of-the-art, 
cutting edge advertising,”

- Cleveland Councilman Joe Cimperman 

No matter how the accident data were 
analyzed, the conclusion was the same: 
digital billboards are safe.

The vast majority of  commuters feel 
digital billboards provide an important 
community service.
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digital billboards 
to help keep their 
communities safe.

Because digital 
billboards can 
be updated 
remotely and 
instantaneously, 
they are ideal for 
quickly pushing 
emergency 
information to the public. In 2008, NCMEC (which 
operates the national AMBER Alert system) signed 
an agreement with the outdoor advertising 
industry to display AMBER Alerts on digital 
billboards. Since then, hundreds of abducted 
children were displayed on digital billboards within 
minutes of the Alerts being issued. Almost all of 
those children were quickly reunited with their 
families.

The FBI uses digital billboards to track down 
wanted fugitives and crack difficult cases. In 
August, 2010, agents activated digital billboards 
nationwide to identify and arrest a suspected 
serial bank robber who was wanted in a dozen 
states. Agents had been investigating the case 
for almost two years, yet it took just nine days to 

identify and arrest 
the bank robber 
after his image was 
displayed on digital 
billboards. The 
FBI credits digital 
billboards with 
generating the 
tip leading to the 
man’s arrest.

Typically, law 
enforcement agencies are given access to digital 
billboards for free. AMBER Alerts preempt paying 
advertisers and the outdoor advertising industry 
maintains a sophisticated computer network to 
instantly notify operators in every state with digital 
billboards of every new Alert at no cost to the 
government. The FBI uses a similar system at no 
cost to taxpayers.

To date, the FBI credits digital billboards with 
directly leading to more than 35 arrests. When 
local fugitives are added to that total, the number 
is even higher. Law enforcement officials agree 
digital billboards make communities safer.

[           ]“If we have a crack at over a quarter-million 
people seeing that photo every day, then we 
have a very good chance at catching the
person we’re after,”

-Special Agent Sean Quinn, FBI-Newark

Law enforcement officials agree digital 
billboards make communities safer.


